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DESCRIPTION
This youth exchange was written to show youngsters how

to use various activities to improve learning. Using

improvisation as a tool we want to expand the comfort

zones of young people and teach them how to think

outside the box.

Combining various activities and topics we want to

provide youngsters the tools to understand themselves

better and gain knowledge and confidence for both

personal and professional development.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

 Refine youngsters self-perception and awareness

 Use methods of improv theatre and other artistic

techniques as a tool for inclusion

 Offer an open space for young people to discover

themselves and understand their learning process

4 young people per country from 17-24

years old who are interested in the topic &

1 group leader without age limit
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Participating countries are:
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VENUE OF THE PROJECT

There will be 2-3 people in a room, dividend by gender

and mixed by nationalities.

All accommodation, catering and programme costs will

be covered.

Palmse mõis, 45435 Viitna pk, Palmse küla,

Lääne-Virumaa, Eesti

The project takes place in Park Hotel Palmse, which is

an accommodation in the Palmse manor complex. It

lies in the heart of Lahemaa National Park, around

80km from Tallinn, on the shores of the Baltic sea. The

group of buildings which form the manor are

surrounded by park, where trees, both common and

rare, can be found, as well as a lake with swans and a

garden pavilion.
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HOW TO REACH TALLINN?
The best and most convenient way to arrive is to have

a flight directly to Tallinn International Airport. An

alternative way is flying to Helsinki and taking a ferry to

Tallinn, which takes 2,5h and costs between 15-50€.

Another option is flying to Riga and taking a bus from

there to Tallinn. A bus from Riga airport to Tallinn bus

station takes around 4,5-5h and costs around 12-16€

for one way.

There will be an organized bus taking us from Tallinn

to Palmse and back, therefore you must arrive latest at

17.30 on the arrival day and depart not sooner than

11.00 on the departure day. You can take up to 3 extra

days before or after the project. You can book the

tickets only after sending us your travel plan and

receiving permission to buy them.
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Turkey,
350€

Lithuania
265€

Spain
350€

Austria
265€

Estonia
10€

Poland
265€

REIMBURSEMENT
Travel costs will be covered according to the rules of

Erasmus+ Programme based on the distance

calculator. There is a deduction of 10€ from the

reimbursement because we will organize a bus for you

from Tallinn-Palmse-Tallinn.

Being eligible for reimbursement requires you to be an

active participant during the project and undertake at

least one dissemination activity in your country and

send us a report about it. Failure to do any of these

could result in you not receiving your travel cost

reimbursement. It is necessary to keep all original

travel tickets and boarding passes and send them to

the organizers. In case you lose any travel documents,

it means we might not be able to reimburse your costs.

Visa costs will be covered only for Turkish participants

in the maximum amount of 100€ after you provide all

the documents proving the expenses.


